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Break the silence. Take Charge.
Our insurance experts will help you understand your options and maximize your benefits.
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Find your nearest hearing center.
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Discreet, functional, powerful
Hearing solutions with HearUSA
With an experienced team of experts on your side and the largest selection of hearing aids to choose from, HearUSA will help you find a hearing solution tailor-made to your needs. Just think of us as your partners in better hearing.
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Reviews

My experience was fantastic, The specialist Joe was great, he explained the product and the maintenance, Showed me exactly how to operate my hearing aids. I am very happy and pleased, give that office a 10+.

AP


Andy Podbielski

May 08, 2023





Have been coming to this store for about 1 5 years and although the personnel has changed a couple of times it's my go to place for hearing aids. I've purchased 3 pairs of hearing aids here. The people are always friendly and helpful. Parking can be a bit of a problem depending on what time you go but I would recommend anyone who needs hearing aids to give them a try.

RN


Ruben I. Nav

May 06, 2023
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Timo To Unlock Potential
Experience the latest in hearing technology for yourself.
Our best technology for as low as $99 PER MONTH1 on prescription hearing aids.
 

Take a free online hearing screening or book an appointment to experience the latest in hearing technology for yourself.
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Schedule your complimentary hearing evaluation
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Price match guarantee
We match the lowest price
We're confident you won't find a better price, but if you do, we'll match it.
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Why HearUSA?
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Experience the sound. Your hearing. Your way.
Try on hearing aids during your appointment and begin the journey of reconnecting with friends, family and the world around you.
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Maximize benefits. Your insurance. Our experts.
We’ll help you make the most of your valuable insurance benefits at every step.
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 Hear better today. Your solution. Without a wait.
Our test, advise, fit and go service means in one visit you can leave with new hearing aids.
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Schedule your complimentary hearing evaluation
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Complimentary online hearing screening
Act now and test your hearing with no obligation
	Less than 5 minutes
	Instant results
	100% No Fee. No Obligation







Online hearing screening
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HearUSA Loyalty Club
Benefits you can hear
	3-year comprehensive total care service package
	Special discounts on accessories
	Special promotional offers and discounted rates on repurchases
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Schedule your complimentary hearing evaluation
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Don't miss a beat
Sign up for our newsletter to stay informed and learn more about protecting and improving your hearing health.


Email addressEmail address


Sign up








Talk to an expert in one of our hearing centers.

Book appointment



Have questions or need assistance?

Call us 855 898 1320
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Find your nearest hearing center.
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